
April 5, 1975

TO: Faculty & Students
FROM: Donald F. Hornig
SUBJECT: Student Participation in the Budgetary Process

On Friday afternoon, April 4, 1975, the Special Committee on Bud-
getary Priorities of the Student Coalition and the administration agreed to
begin a series of meetings on major budgetary issues.

This is perhaps the first positive result of two weeks of discuss-
ions which have been characterized by misunderstandings, disagreements and
distrust.

It is a fragile agreement. Many unresolved issues—substantive
and procedural--remain before us. But it is a beginning, and I earnestly
hope it will lead to understanding, some mutual trust, and agreement on
issues of importance to Brown.

The University community should know what has transpired to date,
what problems still confront us, and what the administration position is on
the most important issues.

There have been four fundamental questions at issue:

1. What information is necessary and reasonable for the discuss-
ion of budgetary priorities?

2. What budgetary information shall be made public and in what
form?

3. How and to what degree can the Student Coalition influence
the 1975-76 budget?

4. What is the proper role for students in the establishment of
priorities and in the formulation of University budgets?

These are concerns shared deeply by all of us.

In order to deal with them, the Student Coalition asked the Ad-
visory and Executive Committee of the Corporation to form a student-faculty
committee "to suggest alternative methods of budget reduction." It proposed
that "the committee will have immediate access to all budgetary materials
except the salary supplement." The Coalition went on to propose that the
committee recommend budget revisions in all segments of the University bud-
get and that "the committee will have the authority to direct those respon-
sible for particular segments of the budget to assist them in determining
specific reductions."

This proposal was not adopted by the A&E Committee.

Instead, at its meeting on March 14, 1975, the A&E Committee
welcomed the efforts to establish a "purposeful mechanism to analyze and
discuss priorities, plans, and budgets." It endorsed "the establishment
of a student committee under the aegis of the Student Caucus and the Grad-
uate Student Council to consider matters of budgetary priorities and advise



the President and the Advisory and Executive Committee regarding such
matters." It requested the President to arrange to make available to the
committee such information as may be "reasonable and necessary for its pur-
poses" and for members of the administration to give all reasonable assist-
ance, commensurate with the discharge of their responsibilities, to this
committee.

Much of the subsequent disagreement has resulted from different
interpretations of this statement.

The Special Committee on Budgetary Priorities (SCBP) which was
subsequently appointed by the Student Caucus immediately requested the pub-
lic release of all budgetary data other than salary supplements and certain
other sensitive items.

It was never my understanding that the A&E Committee endorsed the
idea of the committee's reallocating the entire University budget. Nor did
I interpret the A&E resolution as a directive to me to release all budgetary
information.

The administration position has been that the release of raw bud-
getary data without item by item explanation will lead to discord at worst
and confusion at best. A budget cannot be revised by moving figures from
one column to another without regard to specifics of the people and programs
involved and what such changes imply. For example, one might "save" money
by cutting all telephone allocations by fifty percent, but unless telephones
are actually used only half as much, the savings are illusory.

It is virtually impossible in a few weeks to understand all of the
details of a budget that has been worked on by thirty chairmen of academic
departments, all of the non-academic department heads, a dozen task forces,
deans, the staff of the Vice President for Finance, and the Budget Office.
If the one hundred or more students who would like to seek explanations of
the tens of thousands of items contained in the budget were accommodated,
already overworked department heads, administrative officers, and faculty
members would have little time to carry on their primary tasks.

Even more important is the profound implication of the student
demand for public release of virtually all raw budget data and the unlimited
participation of the entire student body in the reallocation of funds. I
simply do not believe that a task as complex and sensitive as the building
of a university budget can be undertakers in a series of mass meetings.

Therefore I declined to release detailed raw budget data.

As background for understanding, I have released the summary
budgets for the past five years (25 pages or so each). In addition, the
following has been made available to the Student Coalition and the entire
Brown community:

1. February, 1975 reports to the Corporation by Hornig, Maeder,
Mattfeld, Wolk, Glicksman, and Galletti.

2. Report of the Task Force on Business and Administrative
Offices (P. Maeder, November, 1974).

3. Report of the Task Force on Undergraduate Financial Aid
(A. Maynard, December, 1974).
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4. Financial Reports of the University for the past five years,
including supplements for 1970-73.

5. A detailed report by Mr. Maeder on University Finances.

6. Departmental and course enrollment figures and analyses
prepared by Dean McCully for Dean Mattfeld.

7. Summary income and expenditure budgets for the past five years,

8. An abstract of the tentative budget prepared by the Task
Force on Student Services.

Mr. Maeder spent over two hours on March 25 explaining the budget-
ary process to the SCBP. He offered to present and discuss detailed budgets
for all individual accounts to the extent of 1) aggregated appointed and
non-appointed salaries and benefits, and 2) aggregated non-salary items
labeled "Other". He also offered to discuss items from the "Other" category
which are germane to a priority issue of consequence. This kind of access
as opposed to release of raw data was rejected by the student committee as
unacceptable.

In order to make it possible for the student groups to understand
as much as possible as quickly as possible, the administration offered to
provide briefings at open forums at which the task force leaders or other
most knowledgeable officers would lay out programs and budgets in priority
areas and outline the various considerations which must go into efforts to
cut budgets. Such briefings and discussions would include question and
answer sessions and would be accompanied by the release of whatever avail-
able data—budgetary and otherwise—would contribute to an understanding of
the issues, subject only to the limitation regarding individual salaries and
other sensitive issues to which the student committee has agreed. This
approach, too, was rejected.

We suggested an open forum on undergraduate financial aid to be
led by Mr. Richard Ramsden, a Trustee, and including the Provost and the
Director of Financial Aid. Since Mr. Ramsden is Executive Director of the
Consortium for the Financing of Higher Education which includes 23 instit-
utions similar to Brown, he is in a unique position to provide insights
into alternative approaches. This suggestion was also rejected by the
students.

We also proposed an open forum on student services led by Deans
Mattfeld and Bechtel at which the projections for each of the services could
be released and discussed. This offer was rejected.

In the March 25 meeting, Mr. Maeder offered the SCBP the ceilings
by accounts or groupings of accounts under which the 1975-76 budget requests
are being submitted. These ceilings correspond to the summary budgets of
prior years. Because the budget submissions were only due on'the following
day and have not yet been fully processed through the system and reviewed,
further details on the 1975-76 budget are not yet available.

On the morning of Wednesday, March 26, the Committee in a written
statement to Mr. Maeder refused to continue meetings and did not wish to
receive additional prepared material on ceilings.

Throughout, the student committee pressed its demand for public-



ation of detailed budgets of all academic and non-academic departments--
obviously with the intent of proposing that funds be shifted from present
University activities to those deemed more important by the Student Coalition,

To accede to this demand would be, in my judgment, an abrogation
of administrative responsibility and would inevitably lead to a situation
where department heads would be pitted against each other and would have to
explain, justify, and defend virtually every item in their budgets for
anyone who chose to inquire.

As of Monday, March 31, the administration and the Student
Coalition had reached an impasse.

Since then, there has been some movement in the students' position.
On April 2, the Provost met with the SCBP and members of the Coalition to
discuss a modified approach to the principal issues. At this meeting the
Coalition presented a new set of six demands. (Appendix 1) As a result
of that meeting, the administration understood that the students were
prepared to begin a series of briefing and discussion sessions on a limited
number of priority matters: student services, financial aid and admission,
and the demands of the Organization of United African Peoples. The admin-
istration offered to release all necessary budgetary and other information
available in these specific areas and to receive from SCBP any recommend-
ations in these areas that might result from the discussions. The adminis-
tration understood that the SCBP recommendations would be transmitted to
the President, the Budget and Finance Committee of the Corporation, and
the A&E Committee.

A statement of understanding and agreement to this effect was
sent to the Student Coalition. (Appendix 2) And the first briefing was
scheduled for 4 p.m., Thursday, April 3.

The Student Coalition arrived at that meeting and read a brief
statement which was interpreted by the administration as another rejection.
(Appendix 3} The meeting was ended at this point.

However, to guard against the possibility that a misunderstanding
had occurred, the administration immediately recast its April 3 statement
as specific responses in the framework of the Coalition's six demands and
sent it to the Coalition on Thursday evening, April 3.

On Friday morning, April 4, tlje Student Coalition responded with
the following:

"Voted: The Administration's statement of late afternoon,
April 3, does not meet our six specific demands as they were presented to
Provost Stoltz on April 2."

"Voted: We are willing to continue receiving and discussing
budgetary information."

As a result of further discussions between Dean Bechtel and the
Coalition, we have agreed to begin meeting to discuss the major priority
issues of concern to the students. The administration is prepared to
discuss fully and make available budgetary and other information for the
following areas:

1. Undergraduate Financial Aid and Admission.



2. Student Services

3. The minority-related issues listed in the statement of OUAP,
including the Afro-American Studies Program—provided, in
this instance, that the OUAP and Sankore participate and
approve.

We are, of course, willing to discuss other relevant issues of
interest to SCBP.

In addition, to allay student concern that any budget modifications
which might result from these efforts might affect adversely other segments
of the University of high priority to them, the administration has offered
to explain in advance where the necessary funds would come from. But it
must be noted that the administration has not committed itself to any
changes in the proposed budget at this point. We welcome a productive
exchange of ideas and information, and we will give objective and thoughtful
consideration to any recommendations made by the student committee.

Finally, I should comment on the Coalition's demand that a
permanent mechanism be established to involve students and faculty in
"the year long formulation of the budget and in long-range priority planning
related to budgetary matters."

I believe that this is a complex problem that deserves consider-
ation and discussion by students, faculty, administration, and
Corporation members. It is not a matter that can be resolved in the context -
of the 1975-76 budget. I propose to defer consideration and discussion
of the appropriate role of various segments of the University in priority
setting and the planning/budgeting cycle until the more immediate problems
of next year's budget are disposed of.

There is little doubt in my mind that the Student Coalition and
the administration will disagree on certain difficult issues in the days
ahead. I expect at some point in the discussions that the students will
make demands or recommendations which the administration will find
impossible to accept. If and when that happens, I hope we will have
established sufficient mutual trust and understanding to reconcile our
differences rationally and wisely.
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